giveSPORTS Gives Hope to a Young Boxer

Alejandro was referred to giveSPORTS through our agency partner, Servicios De La Raza. While working with him, his mentor learned that Alejandro LOVED boxing but was not going to be able participate this year due to the high cost. Immediately his mentor reached out to A Precious Child for assistance. Living with his single mother and grandmother, Alejandro relies on boxing for a positive male influence in his life.

Alejandro’s scholarship essay is probably one of the cutest we’ve seen. He is very concerned about sanitary issues with sharing boxing equipment (as he should be because that’s how ringworm gets spread) and he makes a great argument for himself on why he should be awarded the assistance. We were able to not only provide him with a scholarship to participate in boxing but we also provided him with the necessary equipment he needs as well. Alejandro is so excited to participate in boxing thanks to A Precious Child’s giveSPORTS program and we are so grateful to be able to help deserving children like him get in the game.
This year, our Precious Gift program was able to provide a record-breaking, **7,866 children** gifts for the holidays valued at more than **$393,300** thanks to the support of our generous donors.

We worked with 41 Agency Partners to provide gifts to kiddos in **eight** counties: Adams, Denver, Boulder, Jefferson, Broomfield, Arapahoe, Douglas, Weld.

**TOOLS FOR PLANNING YOUR GIVING IN 2017**

We are working hard at A Precious Child to engage and inspire the community to help support children in need. Here are some tools we've created to assist you as you plan your giving for 2017.

- CLICK HERE FOR OUR SIGNATURE EVENTS SPONSORSHIP CALENDAR
- CLICK HERE FOR OUR PROGRAMS SPONSORSHIP CALENDAR
- CLICK HERE TO VOLUNTEER

**THANK YOU TO OUR FOUNDATIONAL SUPPORTERS!**